NEW THE WIZARDING WORLD OF HARRY POTTER

1. The most spectacular themed environment ever created – and the only place in the world where the adventures of Harry Potter come to life. The Wizarding World of Harry Potter provides visitors with a one-of-a-kind experience complete with multiple attractions, shops and a restaurant.

JURASSIC PARK

2. Jurassic Park River Adventure
A thrilling river raft ride through primeval dinosaur habitats.

TOON LAGOON

3. Dudley Do-Right’s Ripsaw Falls
Hop in a log and hang on as Dudley Do-Right takes you on a wild and wet flume ride.

4. Popeye & Bluto’s Bilge-Rat Barges
Brave white-water rapids in this twisting, churning and splashing raft ride.

MARVEL SUPER HERO ISLAND

5. The Incredible Hulk Coaster
Experience the rage of the Incredible Hulk on a high-speed roller coaster rampage.

6. The Amazing Adventures of Spider-Man
Careen through the streets with Spider-Man for an eye popping, high-tech 3-D thrill ride.

7. Doctor Doom’s Fearfall
Doctor Doom’s diabolical device rockets you 150 feet into the air and then drops you faster than gravity itself.

THE LOST CONTINENT

8. Poseidon’s Fury
Tour the remains of Poseidon’s ancient temple.

SEUSS LANDING

9. The High in the Sky Seuss Trolley Train Ride!
Travel high above Seuss Landing as you journey through some of Dr. Seuss’s best loved stories.

10. The Cat in the Hat
Ride your couch through the pages of Dr. Seuss’s “The Cat in the Hat” and meet the world’s most mischievous cat.
Universal’s Islands of Adventure is one of two amazing theme parks at Universal Orlando Resort — the only Orlando destination where you are not just entertained; you are part of the most exhilarating entertainment ever created.

**OVERVIEW**
- Universal’s Islands of Adventure features some of the most thrilling and innovative rides and attractions ever made on seven spectacularly themed islands: The Wizarding World of Harry Potter, Marvel Super Hero Island, Toon Lagoon, Jurassic Park, The Lost Continent, Seuss Landing and Port of Entry.
- Opened in 1999 with Academy Award-winning producer/director Steven Spielberg as creative consultant.
- Size: 101 acres

**NEW ADDITIONS**
- The Wizarding World of Harry Potter is the most spectacularly themed environment ever created — and the only place in the world where the adventures of Harry Potter come to life.
- The 20-acre area includes the village of Hogsmeade featuring Zonko’s joke shop, Honeydukes, the Three Broomsticks, the Hog’s Head pub, the Owlery and Owl Post, Ollivanders and Dervish and Banges.
- Just beyond Hogsmeade is Filch’s Emporium of Confiscated Goods and three attractions that place guests right in the middle of Harry Potter’s world: Dragon Challenge, Flight of the Hippogriff and, located within Hogsmeade castle, Harry Potter and the Forbidden Journey.

**ANNUAL EVENTS**
- Grinchmas ~ December
  - Just in time for the holiday season, the classic Dr. Seuss story “How the Grinch Stole Christmas” comes to life in a live stage show at Universal’s Islands of Adventure.

**DINING**
- Features more than 10 dining locations, including:
  - Three Broomsticks – The Wizarding World of Harry Potter
    - Features traditional British fare and drinks from the Harry Potter series, including Cauldron Cakes, Butterbeer and pumpkin juice.
  - Mythos – The Lost Continent
    - Features fresh, contemporary cuisine, a full bar — including wine selection — and family favorites like fresh salads, pizzas and burgers.

**FUN FACTS**
- The Wizarding World of Harry Potter is the only place where guests can see the Hogwarts Founders; they haven’t appeared in any of the Harry Potter films.
- The Hogwarts Express train, located at the front of Hogsmeade in The Wizarding World of Harry Potter, is an exact replica of any of the Harry Potter films.
- The thrilling 85-foot plunge at the end of Jurassic Park River Adventure is the longest water descent ever built.
- Dr. Seuss never drew straight lines in his illustrations; everything was curved, slanted or “wonky.” Thus, there are no straight lines in Seuss Landing.
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